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Abstract. The perkumpulan alam hijau (A-HI) is a form of non-formal education that organizes various training activities and is located in 

Jambi City.  One form of training held is infographic video-making training. So far, the training activities given to students are the delivery 

of material through power points. The final results of the training activities provided by delivering material through power points are not 

optimal. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out media development solutions in the delivery of training materials using adobe flash premiere 

cs6. This study aims to develop a medium for delivering material for making infographic videos based on adobe premiere cs6 using the 

analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation (ADDIE) model. The results showed that the training material for making 

infographic videos using adobe premiere cs6 was effective as shown by the results of an assessment conducted by multimedia experts based 

on three aspects, namely display, operation, and interaction. The percentage of the results of the assessment of the three aspects is 91%, 

with the highest percentage being in the operational aspect at 93% and followed successively by the interaction aspect (92.20%), and the 

display aspect at 87.40%.  Meanwhile, the assessment carried out by the training participants was seen from four aspects, namely benefits, 

appearance, interaction, and independent learning. The percentage of the four aspects of an assessment is 88.10% with the largest percent-

age being in the interaction aspect, which is 92% and the lowest percentage is in the independent learning aspect, which is 80%.. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

According to the Law of the national education 

system law number 20 of 2003, education is a form of 

learning activity  held with full awareness and prepa-

ration so that educational goals can be realized. Non-

formal education is one of the providers of education 

that aims to improve the skills and competencies pos-

sessed by individuals through a series of activities that 

are following the needs and job opportunities that ex-

ist in the community (Coombs, Prosser, & Ahmed, 

1973: 9-13; Olcott, 2013). Non-formal education is a 

form of activity in the implementation of distance ed-

ucation, community education, adult education, voca-

tional training apprenticeship, and out-of-school edu-

cation, which is designed to meet the needs of the 

community (Hoopers, 2006;  Rogers, 2007). 

One form of activity program organized in non-

formal education is a training program, which is a 

program that is given in a certain duration of time ac-

cording to the needs of trainees. Training is an activity 

to acquire, improve, and develop competencies, 

productivity, discipline, and skills (Ference, 1982; 

Tannenbaum & Yulk, 1992; Salas, Tannenbaum, 

Kriger, & Smith-Jenttsch, 2012; Philips & Philips, 

2016; Latief, 2020).  The success of training activities 

is influenced by several factors including teaching staff 

(Kraft, Blazar, & Hogan, 2018; Blazar & Kraft, 2017; 

Devine, Meyers, & Houssemand, 2013; Ellerani & 

Gentille, 2013; Cordingley, 2005) and learning media 

(Puspitarini & Hanif, 2019; Dwijayani, 2019; Kozma, 

2016; Carter, 2006). In line with the development of 

technology, the implementation of training programs 

continues to strive to find training activity practices 

that can support training activities and improve results 

by utilizing technology (Sarigöz, 2019;  Kirkwood, & 

Price, 2014;  Jung, 2010, de Freitas & Griffiths, 2008). 

One of the learning media that can be used today is 

to utilize multimedia technology. Multimedia technol-

ogy is a technology that applies parts of an interactive 

computer in the form of graphics, text, video, sound, 

and animation in conveying messages. The use of mul-

ti-media technology is to improve comprehension or 

memorization, multimedia usually combines more than 

one type of media, such as text (alphabetic or numer-

ic), symbols, graphics, photos, audio, video, and ani-

mation (Guan, Song, & Li, 2018) and improves ex-

pression and comprehension, it supports oral instruc-

tion with the use of static and moving images in the 

form of visualization technology (Alemdag & Cag-
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iltay, 2018; Chen & Liu, 2008). Multimedia technolo-

gy refers to the hardware and software required to de-

velop and run multimedia applications (Kapi, Osman, 

Ramli, & Taib, 2017) for example using PowerPoint 

and Canva. 

Referring to the description above, it can be con-

cluded that the training activity program is one of the 

programs held to improve the skills and competencies 

of trainees within the established time. In this activity, 

the role of instructors and the media is very important 

to improve the training outcomes of participants.  One 

form of technology used is multimedia technology 

such as PowerrPoint and Canva. 

The perkumpulan alam hijau (A-HI) in organizing 

a training program for making infographic videos has 

used multimedia technology in delivering training ma-

terials for making infographic videos.  However, 

based on the results of observations and preliminary 

interviews with participants of training activities in 

green nature nonformal education, the use of power 

points as a medium for delivering training activity 

materials has not provided maximum results in train-

ing activities in making infographic videos. Deliver-

ing the material in this way according to the partici-

pants of the exercise it difficult to understand the 

making of infographic videos, so at the end of the 

training many participants have not yet understood the 

making of infographic videos. 

Therefore, researchers develop media in delivering 

training on making infographic videos using adobe 

premiere cs6, which is software used in video editing, 

creating images, audio, and video (Madcoms, 2022) 

and making training activities more interactive, inter-

esting, efficient, and effective (Budoyo, Kissaka, & 

Mtebe, 2017; Widiastuti & Susiana, 2018).  Therefore, 

the purpose of this study is to develop media in the de-

livery of infographic video-making materials in non-

formal green nature units of Jambi City. 

 

METHOD 
 

This study employed the research and Development 

approach, which is a research method to produce cer-

tain products and test it effectiveness of the products 

produced (Sugiyono, 2014) by referring to the ADDIE 

model (analysis, design, development, implementation, 

and evaluation). In general, the development research 

method aims to develop and produce a product and test 

the effectiveness of the product (Trust & Pektas, 2018). 

Researchers made preliminary observations and col-

lected several data related to infographic video-making 

activities that had been held or attended by trainees. 

Based on the data that has been collected, researchers 

carry out product development in this case media, con-

duct testing, and evaluation of the media developed. 

Building this medium refers to the ADDIE model (Al-

len, 2017; Hess & Greer, 2016; Davis, 2013; Branch, 

2009; Peterson, 2003) because this model is widely 

used in the development of learning media (Spatio, 

Kazanidis, & Pange, 2022; Drljač, Latinović, 

Stanković, & Cvetković, 2017;  Durax & Ataizi, 2016; 

Davis, 2013; Jones & Davis, 2008) 

The stages in the ADDIE Model begin with analyz-

ing user needs, designing products according to user 

needs, developing the product, implementing it, and 

evaluating the resulting product to test its effective-

ness.  Figure 1 is an overview of research procedures 

using the ADDIE model. 

 
Figure. 1. Stage of  ADDIE Model 
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In this study, researchers followed each activity 

procedure as shown in figure 1, and conducted an 

assessment of the products that had been produced 

using the assessment techniques found in table 1 to 

test the quality of the software and focus on software 

functionality (Ahmad, Boota, & Maso, 2014; Ra-

hardi, 2014). 

Five research steps are using the ADDIE model 

developed by Branch (2009), as follows: 

Analysis 

The main activity at this stage is to analyze the prob-

lems faced in the training activities for making info-

graphic videos on A-HI, where so far the infographic 

video material has been carried out using power 

points and lecture methods. 

Design 

At this stage, design preparation is carried out to 

verify the development of the material by establish-

ing training competencies, training media, and eval-

uation of training results. Establishing training com-

petencies is a reference related to the content of the 

material used in the designed training media. Estab-

lish the right training method with the use of de-

signed media which is carried out with the following 

steps: 1) establish a media design by making dia-

grams, 2) create a storyboard, and 3) a video proto-

type. As well as designing the determination of 

evaluation of training results using training media. 

This design is still conceptual and will underlie the 

subsequent development process. 

Development 

The development stage is the realization stage in the 

preparation of instruments and media design. In-

struments that have been made at the design stage 

are validated by judgment experts. And for media 

that has been designed in the design stage, it begins 

to be developed based on information obtained from 

the analysis stage by conducting a video prototyping 

stage. Media compilation is created using Adobe 

Flash CS 6 with action script 2. In addition to the 

preparation of media, testing of the media developed 

is also carried out. Testing is carried out by media 

experts and material experts to assess its feasibility. 

In addition, at this stage, suggestions are also ob-

tained given by experts and teachers to improve the 

media that has been compiled. 

Implementation 

At this stage, media that has been developed and has 

been declared feasible by experts is then piloted in 

real situations in the classroom. This stage is carried 

out to determine the assessment of media when used 

directly by users and test user responses to learning 

media. In addition, at this stage, validity and reliabil-

ity tests are also carried out. The suggestion is then 

used as a basis for revising learning media. 

Evaluation 

The evaluation stage is a stage to measure the ability 

of trainees' learning outcomes after the development 

of training materials To find out these results, writ-

ten tests, and practical tests are used. Before the 

written test is carried out, the trainees study the ma-

terial and practice the existing tutorials on material 

development with adobe premiere cs 6 first. Once 

done. Retrieval of test scores using formative evalu-

ation which means evaluation. 

Table 1. Quality testing of display development training materials infographic video creation 

Testing activities Expected Results Conclusion 

Picture sign in page system   Picture sign in page system log in  

Sign in Image user page Sign in page new user registration     

Sign in image Admin page Sign in image admin home  

Sign in image  head page room   Image head page room home page   

Images log in page participant The participant’s home image     

Source: Ahmad, Boota, & Maso, 2014; Rahardi, 2014 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Based on the purpose of the study is to carry out 

training materials for making infographic videos us-

ing adobe premiere cs 6 with the principle at the 

stages in the ADDIE model and test the quality of its 

use from media experts and trainees. The results ob-

tained from the research have to be supported by 

sufficient data. 

Based on the results of the analysis of training 

needs for making infographic videos in the green 

nature association (AHI), the material presented by 

the instructor is still in the form of a PowerPoint 

with direct explanations, so that the results of the 

training activities have not been maximized, it can 

be seen that there are still many trainees who do not 

understand making infographic videos, as can be 

seen from the data in the field from 20 participants 

only 8 participants understand making graphic vide-

os. Therefore, researchers develop infographic video 

creation materials by designing using adobe premi-

ere cs6. 
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Display design and material development for 

making infographic videos 

1. Display the main menu page 

 The display and implementation of the devel-

opment of training materials for making infographic 

videos with adobe premiere begin with the appear-

ance of a cs6 pemiere splash page that will appear 

momentarily and then display the main menu. The 

material menu display is divided into two parts, 

namely at the top and on the left side of the display. 

On the left side, there is a choice of material 1 to 

material 10.  The menu display of infographic video 

training materials using adobe premiere cs6 can be 

seen in figures 2 (a) and (b) below: 

Figure 2(a) 

 
Figure 2(b) 

 
Figure 2. Display the main menu page 

 

2. Display competencies page 

 It can be seen in the image (a) and (b) the ap-

pearance of the menu after the user clicks the 

mouse on the selection button. The first option is 

the competency page which is used to display key 

competency information and specific competen-

cies from the infographic video creation training 

materials with adobe premiere cs6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3(a) 

 
Figure 3(b) 

 

Figure 3. Display competencies page 

3. Display material 5 pages 

 The second option in the top menu is a refer-

ence used to display reference information that 

can be used to learn training materials for making 

infographic videos with adobe premiere cs6. In the 

material menu, there are ten options used to dis-

play training materials for making infographic 

videos using adobe premiere cs6. The material 

consists of various media such as text, images, an-

imations, and videos. In material 5 (five) or mate-

rial that discusses sorting, at the beginning of the 

discussion use text as shown in figures 4 a and b. 

Figure 4(a) 

 
Figure 4(b) 

 

Figure 4.  Display material 5 page 
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As seen in the image above the sorted material 

on page 1 uses text and images. The sort material 

consists of 12 pages that discuss as many as five 

widely used sort methods. To switch pages users 

can use the button available at the top right of the 

page. 

4. Display animation page 

 At the end of each discussion of each sorting 

method will be shown an animated example of 

each method. An example of an animated display 

of the sort selection method can be seen in figure 

5. 

Figure 5(a) 

 
Figure 5(b) 

 

Figure 5:  Display animation page 

5. Display video material page 

 In addition to text, images, and animations, 

some materials that use videos material that uses 

video material that discusses graphs. The display 

material can be seen in figure 6. 

Figure 6(a) 

 

 

Figure 6(b) 

 

Figure 6. Display video page 

6. Display evaluation pages 

 After studying all the materials, in the devel-

opment of training materials for making info-

graphic videos with adobe premiere cs6, there is 

an evaluation page. On the evaluation page, there 

are questions in the form of multiple choices with 

choices a, b, c, and d. each question has its weight 

which will be totaled on the last page of the evalu-

ation or after the user answers the question up to 

the last page as shown in figure 7 

Figure 7(a) 

 
Figure 7(b) 

 

Figure 7.  Display evaluation pages 

From the display of the material development 

page for making an infographic video, a quality test 

of the display presented in table 2 was carried out. 
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Table 2. Quality testing of display development training materials infographic video creation 

Testing activities Expected Results conclusion 

Picture sign in the page system   Picture sign in page system log in  Accepted 

Sign in to the image user page Sign in page new user registration    Accepted 

Sign in to the image Admin page Sign in image admin home Accepted 

Sign in to image  head page room   Image head page room home page  Accepted  

Images log in to the page participant The participant’s home image    Accepted  

Source: Researcher Data Processing 

Quality test of infographic video creation train-

ing materials using adobe premiere cs6     

Quality trials of using infographic video creation 

material development using adobe premiere cs6 with 

trial materials and expected results are shown in ta-

ble 3. 

 

Table 3. The result of Usability 

Assessment Criteria Expected Result  Result 

Click Competencies Button  Display competencies page Accepted 

Click Button Reference Display References page Accepted 

Click Button Material Display material page Accepted 

Click Button Evaluation Display evaluation page Accepted  

Click Button  Prev / Next To move page  Accepted  

Click Button  Play  Play Video/Animation Accepted 

Source: Ahmad, Boota, & Maso, 2014; Rahardi, 2014. 

The results of the validation test for the develop-

ment of material for making infographic videos 

for multimedia experts 

Validation by multimedia experts learning is car-

ried out with a mechanism to provide the results of 

the finished design, and then an assessment of the 

media is carried out in the form of a fill-in question-

naire. The number of experts who gave the assessed 

four people is shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Results of multimedia expert assessment 

No Assesment aspects 
Average score 

Percentage 

1 Display 4,37 87,40 
Multimedia Dsiplay is interesting 

4,1 82,00 

The Material display is easy to understand 
4,64 92,80 

2 Operational 4,67 93,40 
  Menu tools are easy to   
  understand 4,4 88,00 

 Navigation tools are easy to use 
4,94 98,80 

 
3 Interaction 4,61 92,20 

Multimedia Display is interactive 
 4,5 90 

Material is easy to use and interesting   

4,72 

 

94,40 

Total 4,55 91.00 

Source: Researcher Data Processing 

Table 4 shows that the percentage score of the display facets given by the validator is 87.40%. For 
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the operational aspect, 93.40%, and for the interac-

tion aspect validators gave a percentage score of 

92.20%. Based on the Likert scale of the display, 

operational, and interaction scores, this learning me-

dia can be categorized as excellent and worthy of 

use as a support for adobe premiere cs6 learning. 

Validation results of testing for the development 

of material for making infographic videos for 

trainees 

After this learning media received validation 

from multimedia experts learning to make info-

graphic videos, the next step was to conduct a trial 

of material development using adobe premiere cs6 

for training participants. The mechanism carried out 

is to give a questionnaire and ask the trainees to fill 

it out. The results of testing the development of in-

fographic materials using adobe premiere cs6, it 

shows that the material presented is interesting and 

makes it easy for participants to understand the ma-

terial provided. 

Table 5. Test results of material development makinginfografis for trainees 

No. Assessment aspects Average 

value 

Percentage 

1 Benefit 4 90,00 

 Material development with the use of adobe premiere cs 6 makes it easier 

for me to learn 

3,90 86,00 

 
Tutorials make it easier for me to learn to program 

4,00 90,05 

2 Display 3,80 86,00 

 Material development display using adobe premiere cs6 interesting 3,90 92,00 

 The material display is easy to understand 3,60 86,00 

3 Interaction 3,80 92,00 

 Display  material development using adobe premiere cs6 is Interactive 3,85 87,00 

 Easy to use and interesting materials 4,00 95,00 

4 Self -study 3,50 80,00 

 Material development with adobe premiere cs6 makes it easier for me to learn 

independently 

3,40 78,20 

 Material development with adobe premiere cs6 makes it easier for me to 

understand the material independently 

3,90 95,00 

 Total 3,9 95,00 

 Average 3,80 88,10 

Source: Researcher Data Processing 

 

Table 5 shows the average percentage of assess-

ment criteria consisting of four aspects, namely ben-

efits, display, interaction, and self-study aspects of 

88.10%. 

The infographic video-making training given at 

the green nature association (A-HI) of Jambi City 

which involved 20 trainees was a form of learning 

activity to improve the skills of trainees following 

the statement delivered by Latief (2020) given by an 

instructor. The delivery of material for making info-

graphic videos was previously only using Power-

Points and given explanations by the instructor so 

the process and results obtained by the training par-

ticipants in the training activities were not optimal. 

Therefore, there was a development of training ma-

terials for making infographic videos from using 

power points to adobe premiere cs6 (Ahmad, Boota, 

& Maso, 2014; Rahardi, 2014). Material develop-

ment was designed using the stages of the ADDIE 

method by Branch (2009). 

From the implementation of the development of 

infographic video creation materials, trials were car-

ried out related to quality testing of the quality of the 

display of training material development in making 

infographic videos, the use of material development, 

and the results of the assessment of the development 

of infographic video making training media by me-

dia experts, and the results of the development test 

of training media for making infographic videos 

from training participants. From the results of the 

study, it shows that the development of training ma-

terials for making infographic videos is effective in 

improving the results of learning activities in the 

form of training in green nature associations (AHI), 

namely in terms of image display and quality of use 

showing the criteria of meeting. This is strengthened 

by the results of the assessment carried out by mul-

timedia experts based on three aspects, namely dis-

play, operation, and interaction. 

The percentage of the results of the assessment of 
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the three aspects is 91%, with the highest percentage 

being in the operational aspect at 93% and following 

successively the interaction aspect (92.20%), and the 

display aspect at 87.40%.  Meanwhile, the assess-

ment carried out by the training participants was 

seen from four aspects, namely benefits, appearance, 

interaction, and independent learning. The percent-

age of the four aspects of an assessment is 88.10% 

with the largest percentage being in the interaction 

aspect, which is 92% and the lowest percentage is in 

the independent learning aspect, which is 80%. 

From the results and discussions that have been 

carried out by researchers, the development of info-

graphic-making training materials using adobe 

premiere cs6 is effective for improving the learning 

outcomes of trainees in making infographics in the 

green nature group (A-HI) of Jambi City. Future re-

search can use other models in the development of 

learning materials and media and further research 

can also develop training materials using other soft-

ware, and make comparisons between material de-

velopment and media. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

        The development of training materials for 

making infographic videos using adobe premiere 

cs6 in the green nature group (A-HI) of Jambi city 

is effective in improving the final results of training 

activities which were attended by 20 training partic-

ipants. This is emphasized by the results of assess-

ments by multimedia experts and trainees, and the 

development of training materials for making info-

graphic videos using adobe premiere cs6 effectively 

with a percentage of assessment of 91% by multi-

media experts, and 88.10% by trainees. 
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